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69 Reviews
OCTOBER 29 2020

Dr Zilinski in a warm, caring person. I'm seeing a cardiologist to hopefully prepare for a kidney
transplant. I don't have any heart issues. She has just reviewed ECHO's that the transport team requires.
OCTOBER 28 2020

Caring. Take s the time to explain thingsEasy to talk to but straight forward on issue and expectations
OCTOBER 28 2020

I am making progress towards recovery All staff were greatFollow ups make me comfortable
OCTOBER 22 2020

She is thoughtful, patient, and kind. She does not rush you, & she listens to my concerns. She also
answers all my questions, without making me feel foolish for asking them.
OCTOBER 22 2020

Because the level of care is unmatched elsewhere.Dr Zielinski & her staff are amazing.
OCTOBER 21 2020

Delivers excellent care on a personalized basis. Very responsive to concerns and questions making
information intelligible to me.
OCTOBER 21 2020

Have had excellent care on a personalized basis.
OCTOBER 17 2020

clear and helpful communication.
OCTOBER 17 2020

comprehensive care and good medical communication.
OCTOBER 17 2020

Excellent doctors, thorough analysis
OCTOBER 16 2020

Dr was excellent and satisfied all my questions
OCTOBER 16 2020

Dr was very thorough with exam
OCTOBER 5 2020

My cardiologist
OCTOBER 2 2020

Dr. Zielinski is very knowledgeable and personable in her craft of Cardiology.
OCTOBER 2 2020

Dr. Zielinski is very personable and knowledgeable regarding her craft in Cardiology.

Dr. Zielinski is very personable and knowledgeable regarding her craft in Cardiology.
OCTOBER 1 2020

Dr. Zielinski exemplifies everything I said above. She is the cardiologist I would chose for myself and
recommend to my friends.
OCTOBER 1 2020

Through, competent, explains well and I believe genuinely cares about the patient. I've never witnessed
hospital staff as good as the staff at Northwestern.
OCTOBER 1 2020

She was nice and very thorough
OCTOBER 1 2020

Friendly, kind, and a great doc
SEPTEMBER 29 2020

She does a great job
SEPTEMBER 29 2020

Went well
SEPTEMBER 29 2020

She's knowledgeable, listens and explains everything. She took her time hearing all of my concerns and
never made me feel rushed.
SEPTEMBER 29 2020

The PSR and MA were very professional. Dr Zelinski was wonderful, kind and understanding of my
concerns.
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Very informative, great concern, truly patient, very thorough!
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Superb care with great collaboration!
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Dr Zielinski was extremely analytical and detailed in her assessment and diagnosis. She had prepared
and reviewed my chart and asked detailed questions about symptoms. I felt heard and appreciated her
recommendations.
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Great, patient, knowledgeable doctor
SEPTEMBER 16 2020

Very caring and concerned about my overall health and well being
SEPTEMBER 15 2020

Great doctor. Great work up staff as well.
SEPTEMBER 15 2020

Allison Zielinski is terrific. I feel very comfortable putting a plan in place with her.
SEPTEMBER 10 2020

She was very concerned about my issue she took the time to explain everything that was a relief to have
someone care so much. Thank you
SEPTEMBER 10 2020

Very professional
SEPTEMBER 8 2020

Competent, knowledgeable and concerned professional who takes the time with her patients.
SEPTEMBER 8 2020

Highly qualified professionals.
SEPTEMBER 7 2020

It has become harder and harder to acess a Doctor. She was efficient and reviewed all the information
on my chart,a she interacted with me.
SEPTEMBER 4 2020

Knowledge of best treatment is 2nd to none.
SEPTEMBER 2 2020

Dr. Zalinski has a great Dr.-patient rapport and is thorough in her questions.
AUGUST 31 2020

She cares.
AUGUST 31 2020

I am confident and comfortable with Dr. Zielinski' care and concern.
AUGUST 31 2020

She was knowledgeable about the clinical issues, well-informed about my health status, and took the
time to answer all my questions.
AUGUST 30 2020

Professional
AUGUST 30 2020

Professional
AUGUST 24 2020

Dr. Zielinski is extremely intelligent, thorough, knowledgeable, answers questions in a straightforward
manner, professional, efficient, concerned and personable.

AUGUST 19 2020

She so efficient dr allison zielinski
AUGUST 19 2020

Dr are very good
AUGUST 18 2020

Will take the time to talk with you about your questions.
AUGUST 15 2020

She listened.
AUGUST 15 2020

Dr Zielinski is very personable and is clearly concerned about my health. I trust her judgement and feel
very comfortable talking to her. I'm very lucky to have her as a doctor.
AUGUST 13 2020

Dr. Zielinski was prompt, diligent and thorough in her evaluation.
AUGUST 11 2020

Dr Zielinski seems really to care about some of the problems I have had (C-diff) which has complicated
my rehab. She is responsive on My Chart as well
AUGUST 11 2020

Today was the least "rushed" most thorough discussion with a doctor I've experienced. Dr Zeilinski
patiently answered questions and explained next steps. I also appreciate that she documented all
discussion for me
AUGUST 10 2020

Thorough, knowledgeable,
AUGUST 10 2020

I feel that NM Cardiology has vast experience in cases like mine, which I believe better empowers my
health care team to gauge my level of risk and to predict the progression of my condition. Dr. Zielinski
trusts my ability to assess my own risk, and she treats me like an equal partner in my health care.
Furthermore, she's been very accommodating, adapting my treatment to the benefit of my lifestyle as an
endurance athlete.
AUGUST 5 2020

Dr zielinsky is very kind and patient
AUGUST 5 2020

knowledgeable.concerned
AUGUST 4 2020

I've had a bad experience with a prior cardiologist at NM hence the lower overall score, but Dr Zelienski
was great. She explained all her thinking, gave me options and, most importantly, was respectful to me.

was great. She explained all her thinking, gave me options and, most importantly, was respectful to me.
AUGUST 4 2020

She was very pleasant and helpful
AUGUST 3 2020

Very knowledgeable and professional.
JULY 17 2020

. Dr.Zielinski was very friendly but very thorough in her examination. She listened to my comments and
made appropriate remarks in the computer. I will follow her instructions on reducing blood pressure
and will follow up in a few weeks as directed.
JULY 9 2020

Dr Zielinski is easy to talk to and i feel she is totally engaged when we meet.
JULY 8 2020

Allison is accessible, knowledgeable, and shows a level of empathy and "bed-side" manor for her patients
that is too often missing in modern medicine
JULY 7 2020

Professional and caring.
JULY 6 2020

Dr. Z explains all details concerning my heart.
JUNE 29 2020

Great and caring
JUNE 26 2020

She is thoughtful, caring, and knowledgeable.
JUNE 20 2020

She was very polite and open for my concerns and questions.
JUNE 20 2020

Very professional and informational for my health status.
JUNE 17 2020

She saved my life!! Doctor Zielinski patently listened to story and made the best possible decisions for
my care!
JUNE 9 2020

The doctor was courteous, knowledgeable and prompt.
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